CREATING A NEW GENERATION OF SYSTEMS THINKERS: AGROECOLOGY AND PHENOMENOLOGY
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3:30 pm

Presented by
CHARLES FRANCIS
Professor, UNL Agronomy and Horticulture, Visiting Professor of Agroecology, Norwegian University Life Sciences

Agroecology has emerged as an alternative and holistic approach to systems thinking in education, applying phenomenology and practical experience along with science as valuable foundations for learning. Working with farmers and food system professionals, student teams use open-ended case studies to pursue education for responsible action. Agroecology explores production, economic, environmental and social dimensions of food systems, with innovative programs in Norway, the U.S. Midwest, Sweden, Uganda, Ethiopia, and India, as well as many countries in Latin America.

Keim Hall, Room 150
UNL East Campus
Refreshments served at 3pm
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